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Book Collecting Contests in the Digital Age: Relevance
and Impact of New Media
Angela Rathmel, University of Kansas Libraries, USA
Monica A. Claassen, University of Kansas Libraries, USA

Abstract: The Snyder Book Collecting Contest at the University of Kansas is among the oldest and
longest running contests of its type among university campuses in the US. As book formats have evolved
and online media expanded in the publishing and scholarly communities, book collecting contests have
tended to hold onto print as a medium seemingly unique to the art of collecting. In its 55th year,
however, the Snyder contest officially expanded its rules to include the eligibility of new media, similar
to what library collections might contain. The inclusion of expanded media involved a variety of new
issues to the practice of collecting and the evolving role of the library. Exploring the literature of
collecting practices, as well as the experiences of other contests of this type, the researchers reveal
both theoretical and practical issues to address when including digital content in such contests, includ-
ing: the evolving perspective of what constitutes a work and what constitutes ownership, educating
potential entrants on copyright in the digital environment, and marketing the libraries’ relevance in
print and digital mediums.

Keywords: Book Collecting, Copyright, Ownership, Education, Libraries

ACADEMICLIBRARIES, FRIENDS of libraries, and college bookstores sponsor
what is known as student book collecting contests at universities and colleges across
the US. These contests have endured, since the earliest recorded contest began at
Princeton in 1922, because they are seen as useful tools for promoting a love of

books and reading. Since they are also a way to cultivate future library support, those con-
nections have often resulted in partnerships between libraries and donors in the creation of
endowed book collecting contests. Benefactors understand the library’s mission and support
the contest as a way to connect with future donors of like mind. The publishing and scholarly
communities supporting these collectors have seen changing book formats and other online
media grow steadily for the past decade. Libraries’ collections have grown in many cases
to consist almost primarily of digital collections. The book collecting contest, however,
continues to hold print as a medium unique to the art of collecting. Is the same trend that
libraries have faced in digital collecting an inevitability for book collecting contests?
This paper will explore the implications of the inclusion of expanded media entries based

on the experience of the Snyder Book Collecting Contest at the University of Kansas (KU).
The authors begin by examining how libraries and users understand and practice collecting
of both books (print) and digital media. This is followed by an overview and comparison of
college book collecting contests in the US. Using the case of the Snyder contest, the authors
explore what including digital media means for these contests and for libraries’ role in edu-
cating users about evolving collections and collecting practices.
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Literature Review
Ownership is intricately tied to the collecting of physical items. Understanding ownership
in the context of collecting digital content is challenging considering that such content is
often accessed and leased via a license agreement rather than owned in the traditional sense.
The authors examined this further in the literature by looking at the concept and practice of
collecting in general, how a variety of collecting practices change when those objects are
digital, and specifically, how libraries’ collections transitioned to digital. Given the historical
relationship of book collecting contests to libraries, the goal was to uncover how and
whether these two populations of collectors continued to meet in the digital environment
and what lessons can potentially be learned from each other.
Case’s (2009) examination of collecting as a serious leisure activity offers a thorough

look into the psychological motivations of collectors of all types.Within this study, Formanek
(1994) suggested the following five motivations, which match those of book collecting
contests and a connection to libraries most clearly:

• extension of the self (e.g., acquiring knowledge, or in controlling one’s collection);
• social (finding, relating to, and sharing with, like-minded others);
• preserving history and creating a sense of continuity;
• financial investment;
• an addiction or compulsion.

In the broadest sense, these motivations to collect commonly boil down to the collector’s
“passion for the things collected” (Formanek, 1994, p. 335). A more specific look at book
collecting contests by Farren (2001) illustrates this further, as he offers a list of seven motiv-
ations for the contests themselves. These all share a more uniquely common purpose of the
“educational impulse to stimulate a lifelong habit of reading…” (p. 71). Some of the educa-
tional impulses are evident in contests’ connection to libraries through efforts to promote
reading or literacy in general; in a focus on the artistic quality of the book as an object; or
on the ‘art in practice’ by promoting the acquisition or trade of collecting. All of these are
areas in which libraries have traditionally served their users, and the contest therefore has
served as a natural vehicle for connecting users and libraries.
Apart from libraries, collecting practices have evolved dramatically across a broad range

of digital content, includingmusic (Panzarino, 2011;McCourt, 2005), comic books (Wright,
2008), and e-books. While the latter may impact public libraries and its users more directly,
academic libraries feel the effects of e-books’ impact on the scholarly publishing industry
more broadly (Oppenheim, Greenhalgh, & Rowland, 2000; “Spine chilling,” 2011, Septem-
ber 10; “Disappearing ink,” 2011, September 10). Useful parallels may be drawn from the
experience of these other industries affected by rapid digital transition. Examining more
closely the evolving perspective on what constitutes a work in these contexts is the beginning
to understanding users’ digital collecting behaviors.
In the music industry, for example, the changes in user collection habits, reflected in the

RIAA 2010 Year-End Shipment Statistics, show increased sales of single songs (both digital
and physical) while album sales declined (2011). Translated to the scholarly environment,
researchers find proliferating electronic content changes user behavior, specifically in how
it impacts scholarly reading patterns (Tenopir, King, Edwards, & Wu, 2009; MacFadyen,
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2011). For the book collecting contest, then, does this mean that chapters and articles, nor-
mally parts of a larger work, will be entered as works that stand alone? Both the authors and
the Snyder contest committee anticipate this issue impacting the marketing and educational
future of the contest significantly.
Libraries’ digital media collecting, while spurred by their increasingly digital native users,

remains somewhat distinct from users’ practices. Phillips and Williams’ (2004) review of
the collectionmanagement literature from 1997–2003 is a useful reminder of libraries’ focus
on the critical collection question of access versus ownership going back as early as 1997,
when the first digital objects were collected by libraries. The review notes, however, that a
solid theoretical framework for understanding the implications of the access versus ownership
question to libraries’ collection development was superseded by a variety of complex issues
of professional practice dominating the literature. These included licensing, the serials crisis
and other budget cuts, consortial collecting, e-books, open access, and changes in scholarly
communication.While the tornado of issues continued in the literature of the next four years
(Bullis & Smith, 2011), a more solid embrace of digital content emerged in practice as lib-
raries began to make sense of some of these complex issues. Internally this meant, for ex-
ample, addressingmetadata standards for licensing, knowledgemanagement, and discovery.
Externally, it meant an increased focus on building digital information literacy programs
and connecting with users of library digital collections at the point of their immediate research
need. This focus has extended to the collection bibliographers and liaisons, whose work now
often includes more reference and instruction responsibilities. This stronger embrace of di-
gital collections for libraries during this time period marks a general shift away from a col-
lection-centered focus towards a more services-centered model, including a more intense
user focus and the practice of continuous assessment. While the issue of access versus
ownership returns and is better understood in library practice, it is not clear whether libraries
have connected with the users’ understanding of this specific dilemma. Despite the libraries’
increased service focus in the digital environment, there remains a gap in understanding di-
gital content in the context of library collections and collecting practice, where users still
traditionally conceive of the function of libraries in the broadest sense.
Libraries still struggle to change these perceptions in order to market libraries’ collection

relevance beyond just a warehouse of books. The first challenge is ensuring a clear under-
standing of how changes in digital collecting impacts every area of library practice, as well
as then marketing that holistic picture of libraries to an external audience convinced that a
library’s only relevance exists in its collections. Book collecting contests, by their very name,
face this challenge when they elect to accommodate collectors of digital media. Part of this
study involved researching how other university and colleges libraries were dealing with
these issues in their own book collection contests.

Method
According to data gathered from the Antiquarian Booksellers’ Association of America
(ABAA)—who, with the Fellowship of American Bibliophilic Societies, the Center for the
Book and the Rare Books, and Special Collections Division of the Library of Congress, as-
sume joint-leadership of the National Collegiate Book Collecting Contest—there are 37
documented student book collecting contests held at universities and colleges in the US.
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This list of contests was collected into a spreadsheet (Appendix) for this study and each
contest’s website researched for the following information:

• historic start date of the contest and whether it was still ongoing;
• categories and amount of prizes awarded;
• rules and criteria for entering;
• whether the criteria permitted digital content;
• what, if any, education resources are provided on the website.

Some websites lacked enough information in the above categories; others had no website at
all, or provided only a contact address. In addition, the information available on the contest
websites required some interpretation. For the purposes of this research, an exclusive mention
of books, printed material, and/or an emphasis on bindings was interpreted as a contest that
does not include digital media. For those contests where information was lacking or ambigu-
ous, emails were sent to the contact person listed by ABAA or the contest website. The
message sought to clarify, most importantly, the date of the contest’s origins and the rules
guiding the inclusion of digital media.
The rules of the National Collegiate Book Collecting Contest mirror that of the individual

contests themselves and center on these four common factors:

• students as contestants;
• entry requirements that include an essay and bibliography;
• books as the focus of the collection;
• ownership of the collection is required.

The contests are open to enrolled graduate and undergraduate students, and there are usually
separate divisions for each. A few contests are strictly undergraduate, while Yale awards
only senior and sophomore prizes. The second requirement asks contestants to write an essay
and annotated bibliography that highlights the core items of the collection. The essays most
commonly describe the overarching meaning of the collection, how the entrant chose their
focus, acquired the pieces, and what they hope to include as they continue their collection.
The contests then culminate in an event at which the students display their collections. Stu-
dents are sometimes interviewed about their collections by a panel of judges. Two final
common features of the contests are a strong focus on the books and an emphasis on owner-
ship of the books in the collection. These last two factors present an obvious challenge to
including digital content in the definition of a collection for these contests. However, five
contests prove notable exceptions to these last two rules, and serve a useful starting point
for reexamining this critical issue.
The University ofMinnesota contest, running from 2001–2009, reportedly included digital

content of all sorts and would represent a first concrete example testing both the question
of books and ownership. Unfortunately, there was neither a website nor sufficient information
from the contact on which to draw further information about this contest. The University of
California at Santa Cruz contest is another which is open to content of all types, although it
is unclear when this inclusion began, given the historic start date of this contest in 1968.
Ownership of the items is also not a requirement of this contest, nor is it required of one of
the three University of Iowa contests. This is because participants in these two contest ex-
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amples create the collection of their own imagining. Another of the University of Iowa’s
contests has an “other than book” prize, but the rules of this contest specify materials must
be physical objects (not books, but also not digital). Harvard is another example where
competitive collections can be something other than books; in this case, art work is accepted.
Other institutions’ contests have either kept silent on the digital content issue, or only allow

non-book or digital content as a portion of the collection. Over half, however, firmly reserve
the contest for books, either to uphold the contest’s historical tradition, or in adherence to
the contest’s endowment. Princeton University, while not yet accepting digital content, now
includes language in their rules citing the acceptance of ‘other materials normally collected
by libraries’. Similar to the language used by the Snyder contest, this phrase opens up another
question of exception to both books and ownership requirements.
The Appendix summarizes these findings into a timeline, showing that a majority of these

contests began between 1980 to the present. KU’s Snyder Book Collecting Contest, which
began in 1957 with an endowment from the late Elizabeth Snyder, is among the oldest and
longest-running of these contests. Further research into the history and experiences of both
the University of Minnesota contest and the longer running University of California at Santa
Cruz contest were beyond the scope of this paper, but warrants further investigation. It may
also be useful in further studies to investigate more explicitly, either through survey or inter-
view, how all the contests are approaching the question of digital media. While this study
revealed that some contests have, perhaps unintentionally, been open to allowing such ex-
ceptions, the Snyder contest is the only one to date to have explicitly marketed and promoted
the inclusion of a student’s collected digital content.

Case Study
In the past decade, KU’s Snyder Book Collecting Contest had struggled with dwindling
participation, remaining focused as it was on traditional collection-building and on the lib-
rary’s role in the contest as an archive collector of books. In 2003, the library administration
supported a change in focus from the collections toward the student collectors themselves
by moving the contest to the newly renovated Jayhawk Bookstore (a longtime partner of the
contest). With each new year’s submission, the contest committee found new reasons to re-
visit the rules and ensure that they were in touch with the collecting practices of students
while balancing the intellectual contribution the KU Libraries offered for understanding a
collection’s value. This contribution followed the shift seen in the literature, away from the
library collections and toward service, and afforded the students a venue to discuss, learn,
and pursue the educational impulse of collecting.
In its 55th year, the Snyder contest officially expanded its rules to include the eligibility

of new media, similar to what library collections might contain. The committee began with
the idea for including digital content initially from a purely marketing perspective, hoping
that including digital media would increase the number of entries. While there was still on-
going concern that the target audience was still relatively small, the inclusion of digital media
was seen as opportunity to connect users to the library as a digital collector, and for libraries
to connect to users as digital collectors. The resulting lack of substantial digital collection
entries, however, begs the question of whether a strong enough connection exists between
users’ individual use of digital content and a collecting practice for digital content. Are the
things that comprise library digital collections similar enough to what might comprise indi-
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vidual digital collections, or similar enough to books, to make the transition in the contest
meaningful at this point in time? The Snyder committee felt the surest way to test this was
through the contest itself.

Results
Building an audience for the contest has always been challenging, because individuals who
may have collections of books or media may not necessarily identify themselves as collectors.
Adding to this challenge was how to market a book collecting contest to both book and di-
gital collecting audiences. The committee discussed how to help potential participants define
and describe collections that included digital media and considered how best to convey the
idea of this new model of a collection in the marketing materials. The underlying premise
adopted by the committee was that if one is a book collector, chances are good that one also
collects other things. Conversely, people who collect other things might be drawn into a
book collecting contest via the digital media aspect, providing the library with an excellent
opportunity to introduce them to the importance of the book.
The media that the contest committee envisioned they would see in the contestants’ col-

lections included music compact discs or files; DVDs, or older media films; or collections
of video games, as these would be available in both libraries and bookstores and familiar to
their patrons. The marketing strategy broadened to include gaming and record stores, as well
as the traditional bookstores and libraries. Despite this increased campaign, however, there
were no new completely digital media entries for the contest. A small number of collections
included supplementary digital content, but not any of the types of materials envisioned by
the committee. Rather, the inclusion of expanded media introduced a variety of new issues
for the management of the contest, to the practice of collecting, and raised a number of
questions about the educational role of the library in this context.

Discussion

Issues to Resolve
Among the more practical issues for the management of the contest, display of the collections
was a factor that the committee was somewhat unprepared for. The Snyder contest has his-
torically not encouraged supplemental materials to enhance students’ displays, emphasizing
rather that the collection should speak for itself. Traditionally, collections have been laid
out on tables using book stands and risers, and participants were each provided with one
laptop to display digital content. Display becomes particularly challengingwhen the collection
can be housed in a single container; it limits both howmany items can be displayed and how
many people can interact with them. Additionally, there may be unforeseen license restrictions
to public performance and display of some digital content. Another issue is how collectors
and contest judges may perceive the digital display, and whether its value diminishes in
comparison. The Snyder contest committee has continually emphasized that the cohesiveness
of a collection far outweighs the value of the items contained within it. However, because
this concept is most clearly evidenced in the entrant’s essay, it may be necessary to rethink
the display of both collections and essays.
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The supplementary digital content that was entered with the collections this year consisted
of journal article PDFs and open access material from government websites, giving an inter-
esting perspective on users’ understanding of what constitutes a work and what constitutes
ownership. The question of ownership had only been addressed in the Snyder contest rules
by inserting a single phrase about copyright. It remains unclear how students understand
copyright compliance in this context. Using more robust assessments to learn about students’
use and collection of digital content will help shape what further educational efforts by the
libraries can be most effective related to copyright and ownership of digital content.

New Opportunities
The libraries’ history and understanding of what it means to collect books and other materials
puts them in a strong position to shepherd would-be student collectors through this process.
Through book collecting contests they have already done so in a variety of ways. Nearly all
the documented contests included information on their website outlining rules and guidelines.
Some went further to include examples of former winning essays or provided bibliographies
on book collecting practices. Still fewer went as far as connecting directly with collectors,
offering informational sessions to potential entrants. The Snyder contest’s first year including
digital media has generated a number of ideas for the subsequent contests, including:

• incorporating digital collecting into the provided reading lists and collection examples;
• showcasing the libraries digital collecting in visualization on the website/flyer and in

the contest ceremony;
• adding a faculty category;
• inviting a digital collector or archivist as a guest speaker;
• considering renaming the contest (e.g. Snyder Book & Media Collecting Contest);
• expanding assessment beyond “how did you hear about the contest”.

Education on digital collecting is clearly more challenging from a library perspective, given
the myriad complexities accompanying the acquisition, management, and use of digital
collections. Moreover, individuals and libraries differ widely in their approaches to the use
and collection of digital content. However, the educational tradition of the contests would
see these differences as opportunity.

Conclusion
The research conducted for this study and the Snyder Book Collecting Contest’s experience
reveal both similar and uniquely different collecting practices between print and digital. The
differences in the evolving perspective of what constitutes a work and ownership reveal
opportunities for libraries to both learn from and continue to shape collector’s experiences.
This can be done by expanding the educational role the contests have always played.
Building the educational role of the contest might naturally include a renewed emphasis

on the curatorial aspect of collecting, which applies to both physical and digital objects. In
both, there is still a need to organize the collection, to maintain it, and to preserve it for the
future. Libraries’ expanding roles in special collection digitization and data curation is an
obvious place where the library and individual collectors would continue to intersect in the
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practice of digital collecting. Copyright and fair use will be increasing educational challenges
facing libraries in the digital collecting environment. However, many educational areas of
the library are currently connecting with digital collectors on these issues. Information literacy
librarians provide instruction on avoiding plagiarism in both writing and citing; scholarly
communication librarians advise on intellectual property and retaining copyright; and acquis-
ition librarians offer expertise in interpreting and managing the rights and restrictions of li-
censed digital content.
The experience of the KU Libraries’ Snyder Book Collecting Contest should encourage

other universities and colleges to welcome the complexities that digital collectors bring to
these contests. It would be useful to see how all these contests evolve over time to address
the issues explored in this study. The evolution of print and the digital aspects of these contests
may be an opportunity for financial renewal for those contests that are struggling or have
lost support. Most importantly, the book collecting contest serves as a unique venue for en-
suring that the libraries’ own understanding of the changing nature of ownership, copyright,
and fair use in digital collecting continues to be relevant and user-focused. Emphasizing the
educational impulse driving these contests is also a sure strategy to affirm that libraries are
not just about books, but about service, knowledge, and learning.
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Publishing 
The Books and Publishing Community enables members publish through three 
mediums. First, by participating in the Book Conference, community members can enter 

a world of journal publication unlike the traditional academic publishing forums—a result 
of the responsive, non-hierarchical and constructive nature of the peer review process. 
The International Journal of the Book provides a framework for double-blind peer review, 
enabling authors to publish into an academic journal of the highest standard. 
 
The second publication medium is through the book series Books and Publishing, 
publishing cutting edge books in print and electronic formats. Publication proposals and 
manuscript submissions are welcome. 
 
Our third major publishing medium is the news blog, constantly publishing short news 
updates from the Books and Publishing Community, as well as major developments in 
publishing, libraries, information systems, literacy and education. You can also join this 
conversation at Facebook and Twitter or subscribe to our email Newsletter. 

http://www.book-conference.com/
http://www.book-conference.com/
http://bc03.commongroundconferences.com/
http://bc04.commongroundconferences.com/
http://b05.cgpublisher.com/welcome.html
http://b06.cgpublisher.com/welcome.html
http://b07.cgpublisher.com/welcome.html
http://b08.cg-conference.com/
http://2009.booksandpublishing.com/
http://2010.booksandpublishing.com/
http://2009.booksandpublishing.com/
http://booksandpublishing.com/conference-2011/
http://booksandpublishing.com/2012-conference
http://booksandpublishing.com/wp-content/plugins/youtube-uploader/action.php?action=list
http://booksandpublishing.com/journal/
http://booksandpublishing.com/books/
http://booksandpublishing.com/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Books-Publishing/118077531548186
http://twitter.com/booksandpublish
http://booksandpublishing.com/ideas/newsletter/


Common Ground Publishing Journals 
 

AGING 

Aging and Society: An Interdisciplinary Journal  

Website: http://AgingAndSociety.com/journal/ 

 

ARTS 

The International Journal of the Arts in Society. 

Website: www.Arts-Journal.com 

 

BOOK 

The International Journal of the Book 

Website: www.Book-Journal.com 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

The International Journal of Climate Change:  

Impacts and Responses  

Website: www.Climate-Journal.com 

 

CONSTRUCTED ENVIRONMENT 

The International Journal of the 

Constructed Environment  

Website: www.ConstructedEnvironment.com/journal 

 

DESIGN 

Design Principles and Practices:  

An International Journal 

Website: www.Design-Journal.com 

 

DIVERSITY 

The International Journal of Diversity in 

Organizations, Communities and Nations 

Website: www.Diversity-Journal.com 

 

FOOD 

Food Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal  

Website: http://Food-Studies.com/journal/ 

 

GLOBAL STUDIES 

The Global Studies Journal  

Website: www.GlobalStudiesJournal.com 

 

HEALTH 

The International Journal of Health,  

Wellness and Society  

Website: www.HealthandSociety.com/journal 

 

HUMANITIES 

The International Journal of the Humanities  

 Website: www.Humanities-Journal.com 

 

IMAGE 

The International Journal of the Image  

Website: www.OntheImage.com/journal 

 

LEARNING 

The International Journal of Learning. 

Website: www.Learning-Journal.com 

 

MANAGEMENT 

The International Journal of Knowledge,  

Culture and Change Management. 

Website: www.Management-Journal.com 

 

MUSEUM 

The International Journal of the Inclusive Museum  

Website: www.Museum-Journal.com 

 

RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY 

The International Journal of Religion and  

Spirituality in Society  

Website: www.Religion-Journal.com 

 

SCIENCE IN SOCIETY 

The International Journal of Science in Society 

Website: www.ScienceinSocietyJournal.com 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCES 

The International Journal of Interdisciplinary  

Social Sciences  

Website: www.SocialSciences-Journal.com 

 

SPACES AND FLOWS 

Spaces and Flows: An International Journal of  

Urban and ExtraUrban Studies  

Website: www.SpacesJournal.com 

 

SPORT AND SOCIETY 

The International Journal of Sport and Society  

Website: www.sportandsociety.com/journal 

 

SUSTAINABILITY 

The International Journal of Environmental, Cultural, 

Economic and Social Sustainability 

Website: www.Sustainability-Journal.com 

 

TECHNOLOGY 

The International Journal of Technology,  

Knowledge and Society  

Website: www.Technology-Journal.com 

 

UBIQUITOUS LEARNING 

Ubiquitous Learning: An International Journal  

Website: www.ubi-learn.com/journal/ 

 

UNIVERSITIES 

Journal of the World Universities Forum 

Website: www.Universities-Journal.com 

 

 
 

For subscription information please contact 
subscriptions@commongroundpublishing.com    

mailto:subscriptions@commongroundpublishing.com

